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        We recommend checking out our discussion threads on the iOptron Cube-A SmartStar GoTo Mount with Tripod (Blue) 8600B,
        which address similar problems with connecting and setting up Mounts iOptron.
        


        


        

        
        
      
	
        User manual for the iOptron Cube-A SmartStar GoTo Mount with Tripod (Blue) 8600B

        The user manual for the iOptron Cube-A SmartStar GoTo Mount with Tripod (Blue) 8600B provides
        necessary instructions for the proper use of the product Optics  -  Telescopes  -  Mounts.
        


        iOptron's versatile blue Cube-A SmartStar GoTo Mount  features a unique dual-mount capability to allow its use as either a simple alt-az mount or as an equatorial mount with the integrated wedge on the tripod. It sports a compact mount design that measures a mere 8.75x5x5" while being a functional & flexible motorized computer-controlled unit for most star gazing duties. Both axis motors are built into a small single unit which is compatible with all telescope OTAs up to 7 lb, with accessories, that have a Vixen-style dovetail plate. The low-profile housing eliminates "dead spots" enabling you to point your telescope to any point above the horizon, unlike other mounts which tend to block the telescope tube at certain points of rotation. This mount comes with a 110 VAC adapter to power it if you're near civilization, but if you're heading off the grid it can run on eight user-supplied AA batteries. A 1.25" stainless steel tripod is provided so all you need is a compatible OTA to start your observation session.        
      
	        
        If you own a iOptron mounts and have a user manual in electronic form,
        you can upload it to this website using the link on the right side of the screen. 
        


        You can upload and download the manual for the iOptron Cube-A SmartStar GoTo Mount with Tripod (Blue) 8600B in the following formats:
        	*.pdf, *.doc, *.txt, *.jpg - Other formats are unfortunately not supported.


                                
      
	
        Additional parameters of the iOptron Cube-A SmartStar GoTo Mount with Tripod (Blue) 8600B:
  Specifications
   	 Mount Type 	 Dual-mode motorized alt-azimuth/equatorial 
	 Load Capacity 	 7.0 lb / 3.2 kg 
	 Motor 	 Dual-axis 12 VDC servomotor with encoders 
	 GoTo System 	 Go2Nova 8401 hand controller 
	 Polar Axis Scope 	 None 
	 Tripod 	 Adjustable stainless steel
1.25" / 3.2 cm leg diameter
Min height: 27.5" / 69.9 cm
Max height: 42.75" / 108.6 cm 
	 Power Source 	 8 x AA batteries
110 VAC power adapter 
	 Power Requirements 	 12 VDC, 1.2 A 
	 Operating Temperature 	 32 to 104°F / 0 to 40°C 
	 Dimensions 	 Mount: 8.75 x 5.0 x 5.0" / 22.2 x 12.7 x 12.7 cm 
	 Weight 	 Mount: 3.6 lb / 1.6 kg
Tripod: 5.6 lb / 2.5 kg 

 	 Packaging Info 
	 Package Weight 	 14.15 lb 
	 Box Dimensions (LxWxH) 	 40.0 x 7.9 x 7.4" 

 
 
  
    
  
 
 
 
     
	
        The user manual for the iOptron Cube-A SmartStar GoTo Mount with Tripod (Blue) 8600B can be downloaded in .pdf
        format if it did not come with your new mounts, although the seller is
        required to supply one. It is also quite common that customers throw out
        the user manual with the box, or put the CD away somewhere and then can’t find it.
        That’s why we and other iOptron users keep a unique electronic library
        for iOptron mountss,
        where you can use our link to download the user manual for the iOptron Cube-A SmartStar GoTo Mount with Tripod (Blue) 8600B.
        


        The user manual lists all of the functions of the iOptron Cube-A SmartStar GoTo Mount with Tripod (Blue) 8600B, 
        all the basic and advanced features and tells you how to use the mounts.
        The manual also provides troubleshooting for common problems. Even greater
        detail is provided by the service manual, which is not typically shipped with the product,
        but which can often be downloaded from iOptron service.
        


        If you want to help expand our database, you can upload a link to this website
        to download a user manual or service manual, ideally in .pdf format. These pages
        are created by you – users of the iOptron Cube-A SmartStar GoTo Mount with Tripod (Blue) 8600B. User manuals are also
        available on the iOptron website under Optics  -  Telescopes  -  Mounts.
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Most recently discussed products:

Headset KX-TCA60 - Panasonic  KX-TCA60 Hands-Free Headset KX-TCA60
Posted by: Frances Kern
2024-04-01 06:38:26

HOW can I download instruction manual?  There does not appear to be a link on your website to do this.  Thanks....
FS3X user Manual  - DigiTech  FS3X Three-Function Foot Switch FS3X
Posted by: Brian Treece
2024-03-31 04:49:43

Please send link for manual...
Filter reset - Panasonic ET-ACF100 Filter For PT-D6000, PT-DW6300, ET-ACF100
Posted by: Colin
2024-03-30 07:23:35

The filter light is staying on orange after filter replacement… is there a sensor that is possibly malfunctioning that needs to be separately replaced?...
Canon Battery Charger 5L  - Canon  CB-5L Battery Charger 8478A002
Posted by: art.brion.spc
2024-03-30 00:37:50

Pls send me copy of Manual
...
Supports are slipping - LEVO LEVO G2 Deluxe iPad Floor Stand for All iPads, 33768
Posted by: Steph
2024-03-29 19:42:42

I’d had my Levo IPad Floor Stand for several years.  Recently when I extend 1 of the height posts, it slides back down.  Is there a way to fix this....
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